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Central	Vertex	Tracker	Reconstruc:on	
•  New	package	clasrec-CVT	contains	algorithms	to	

reconstruct	events	using	combined	system	BMT+SVT	
–  Raw	data	transla:on	for	both	systems	
–  new	algorithms	to	use	BMT	cluster	posi:ons	

•  Used	in	On-	and	Offline	Monitoring	
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CVT	Offline	Monitoring	and	Valida:on	

CVT	Valida3on	suite	
•  Histogram	selec3on	menus	added	
•  MVT	histograms	added	
•  Cut	selec3on	menu	implemented	
•  Event	skimming	added	
•  Unbiased	centroid	residuals	added	
•  Efficiencies	and	resolu3ons	implemented	
•  Hipo	and	root	output	format	
Valida3ons	performed	
•  Reconstruc3on	release	valida3on	v0.1	-	v0.6	
•  Single	track	reconstruc3on	

•  Gean3nos,	muons,	pions	
•  Straight	(0T)	and	helical	tracks	

•  Gemc	2.3	
•  Geometric	acceptance	
•  Discriminator	thresholds	
•  Resolu3ons	(momentum,	angular)	
•  Efficiencies	(track	finding,	hit	finding)	
•  Occupancies	
Work	in	progress	
•  Misaligned	geometry	
•  Mul3ple	tracks	
•  Electronic	noise	
•  Local	reconstruc3on	
•  Lorentz	angle	
•  Documenta3on	
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Y.	Gotra	
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Alignment	of	the	SVT	using	Millepede	

*	Geometry	implementa:on	in	Java	framework	&	valida:on	ongoing	(P.	Davis	[U.	Surrey])	

J.	Gilfoyle	

Reconstruction of  events 
generated with geometry 

shifted In GEMC 

Type	1	track	

shia	barrel	
R1	by	20	
microns	

Misalignment results 
obtained from Millepede 
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DC	MC	Tuning	
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DC	MC	Tuning	

M.	Mestayer	&	K.	Adhikari	
•  Studied	distance	dependence	of	layer	inefficiency	for	

cosmic	data	
–  Except	of	layer	4	in	SL1,	inefficiency	is	about	3	to	4	%	
–  Layer	4	in	SL1	has	high	inefficiency	(about	12%)	which	

seems	to	be	due	to	voltage	issues	in	some	of	the	
channels.	

–  Correc:ons	for	equipment	status	(dead	channels)	not	
applied	yet	

–  Time-to-distance	func:on	not	calibrated	yet.	(Linear	
func:on	being	used	in	reconstruc:on).	

•  Corresponding	study	on	GEMC	data	yet	to	be	done.	



Time-to-distance	parameteriza:on	
Starting equation for 30 degree tracks: 

Very preliminary fits on 30 degree & 0 degree tracks respectively 

K.	Adhikari	
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Cosmic	data	sample	

SL1	
SL2	

Distance-to-:me	Computa:on	

Fills	arrays	for	each	region,	2	values	
of	local	angle	(0	&	30	o)	and	
mul:ple	values	of	B	field	

Tri-dimen:onal	
interpola:on	method		

Region	1	Chamber	
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New	DC	Algorithms	

Noise	Rejec:on		
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Allowing	both	segments	and	picking	
the	correct	one	

2	crosses	à	
only	1	yields	
well	reco.	
track	

2	track	solu:ons	

retain	track	solu:on	with	best	chi2	

New	DC	Algorithms	
Track	finding	
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2	GeV	e-	@	15	deg	θ,	at	midplane	

•  Test:	and	run	KF	using	segment	fit	values	at	
measurement	plane	with	:mes	set	:mes	to	zero		à	
kinda	worked	(except	for	phi)	

•  in	parallel:	development	of	dic:onary	&	Neural	Net		
     (D. Heddle [CNU], M. Catelli [CNU student], L. Lorenti [CNU student]) 

Time-based	 Hit-based	

Δp/p	res	
=	0.45%	

θ	res	=	
0.046	deg	

Δp/p	res	
=	1.33%	

θ	res	=	
0.12	deg	

New	DC	Algorithms	
Hit-Based	Track	firng	
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TOF	Soaware	Update	
•  Reconstruc:on	code	(Java)	wrisen	for	combined	system	CTOF+FTOF		
•  Algorithms	based	on	status	word	describing	hit	TDC	and	ADC	values	[1:	OK,	0:	not	

OK,			i.e.	FTOF		word	=	ADCL_stat	TDCL_stat	ADCR_stat	TDCR_stat	]	
–  Done	on	a	case	by	case	basis	à	order	of	steps	masers	

•  missing	ADCL,R	-		or	TDCL,R,	missing	one	ADC	&	one	TDC	à	use	tracking	
info	

•  Clustering	and	panel	1a,1b	matching	
–  corrected	:me	using	combined	panel	informa:on	(beser	than	1b	alone)	

•  Ongoing	valida:ons		
     (E. Golovach [Moskow U.]) 
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EC+	PCAL	Reconstruc:on	Valida:on	

(units	=	mrad)	

	
•  Good	agreement	between	

simula:on	and	reconstructed	
data	for	EC	&	PCAL		

•  geometry	agreement	
between	GEMC	and	
reconstructed	validated	
for	EC	

6	GeV	photon	simulated	with	GEMC	

~96%	efficiency	from	1	to	6	GeV	

Sampling	frac:on	as	a	func:on	of	energy	

J.	Newton	(ODU)	

EC

PCAL

EC

Realis:c	detector	responses	
from	calibra:on	data	in	MC	
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Event	Builder:	PID	
e	p	K+	π-	sample	

reconstructed	
masses	

GeV/c2	

β

cm	p			(GeV/c)	

β
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G.	Gavalian	



Event	Builder:	Neutrals	Reconstruc:on	

e	p	à	e	p	π0	sample	
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Event	Monitoring:	Tracking	Resolu:ons	

e	p	K+	π-	sample	

nega:ve	tracks	 posi:ve	tracks	

(deg)	(deg)	

(deg)	 (deg)	
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G.	Gavalian	



Analysis	example	running	full	available	
reconstruc:on	chain	
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N.	Harrison		

•  demo	shown	during	
First	Experiment	
Workshop	06/14/16	



PID:	HTCC	reconstruc:on	included	in	full	reconstruc:on	chain	(e-	ID).	Clustering	and	:ming	
validated	on	MC.		Improved	GEMC	simula:on	of	HTCC	mirror	reflectance.	
•  HTCC	 	 	 	à	runs	HTCC	reconstruc:on	

Forward	Tracking	:		improved	noise	rejec:on	and	segment	finding	algorithms.	
•  DCHB	 	 	 	à	hit-based	tracking	
•  DCTB 	 	 	à	:me-based	tracking	è	track	parameters	used	for	matching	to	FTOF	&	

EB	

Central	Tracking:	:	new	reconstruc:on	package	for	combined	system	4	double-layers	SVT	+	1	
double-layer	BMT.		
•  CVT	 	 	 	à	helical	tracks	reconstruc:on	
•  CVTCosmics 	 	à	straight	tracks	(cosmics)	reconstruc:on	

PID:	FT:	FT-Calorimeter	&	FT-Hodoscope	services	available	for	low	angle	γ	&	e-	reconstruc:on.		
Improved	clustering	algorithms.	
•  FTCAL 	 	 	à	Forward	Tagger	calorimeter	reconstruc:on	
•  FTHODO	 	à	Forward	Tagger	hodoscope	reconstruc:on	
•  FTMATCH	 	 	à	Forward	Tagger	matching	between	CAL	and	HODO	

PID:	EC/PCAL:	implementa:on	of	asenua:on	correc:on.	MC	parameters	tuned	to	match	
calibra:on	data.		Calibra:on	constants	from	database.	
•  ECREC 	 	 	à	runs	EC	and	PCAL	reconstruc:on	

PID:	TOFs:	new	reconstruc:on	package	for	combined	system	CTOF+FTOF.	Calibra:on	constants	
from	database.	
•  FTOFRec	 	 	à	FTOF	reconstruc:on	(hits	&	clusters	[only	hit	info	used	in	EB])	
•  CTOFRec	 	 	à	CTOF	reconstruc:on		
	

Event	Builder:	links	services	together,		uses	detector	responses	and	tracking	informa:on	to	assign	PID	
•  EB 	 	 	à	runs	the	event	builder	(added	at	the	end	of	the	service	chain	by	default)	

Coatjava-2.4	Release	Available	
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Every	view	now	has	
a	next	(event)	buson	
for	convenience	

New	“Projected	Dria	Chambers”	view.	Instead	of	the	en:re	
detector	projected	onto	a	constant	φ	plane,	each	superlayer	is	
projected	onto	a	plane	perpendicular	to	its	wires.	This	reduces	
distor:on	and	makes	visualiza:on	of	tracks	and	segments	wrt	
DOCAs	more	accurate	and,	consequently,	more	useful.	

Coming	soon,	full	integra:on	with	FASTMC,	
dic:onary	building,	machine	learning	

More	
reconstructed	
visuals,	such	as	
DC	“segments”	

You	can	now	choose	“Lund	Files”	as	the	source	of	
events.	ced		will	read	the	file	and	swim	the	par:cles.	
It	will	then	ask	coatjava	libraries	to	determine	what	
was	hit,	and	then	it	will	display	the	hits.	
	

Over	the	next	month,	we	will	use	the	DC	hits	to	build	
a	dic:onary	and	(independently)	to	train	a	neural	net.	
We	will	then	test	the	resolu:on	and	speed	of	using	
these	machine-learning	products	as	0th	pass	track	
fisers.	

ced	new	features	
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(D. Heddle) 
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New	Common	Tools	

ROOT	converter	
G.	Gavalian	
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–  Transi:on	to	reading	transla:on	tables	from	DB	is	
underway.	

–  ADC	pulse	parameters	are	being	read	from	database.	
–  Raw	bank	decoders	implemented	for	all	detectors.	
Transi:onal	data	structures	are	implemented	(HIPO)	
for	data	compression.	Work	is	being	done	to	op:mize	
bank	structures	to	save	space.		

Common	Tools	

Data	Formats	and	Preserva:on	

G.	Gavalian	



Migra:on	to	CLARA	4.3	

•  	CLARA	4.3	switch	from	cMsg	to	
xMsg	à	zeroMQ*	socketw	libs	

•  ongoing	scaling	tests	on	clara-dm	
machine	and	Richmond	cluster	
using	forward	detector	
reconstruc:on	service	chain	
(most	of	compute	intensive	
por:on	of	the	reconstruc:on	
chain)	

•  Modular	reconstruc:on	service	
composi:on	(reconstruc:on	
plugins)	
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*  high-performance asynchronous messaging library for applications. 
w sockets allow applications to communicate using standard mechanisms built into network hardware and operating systems. 



Summary	

•  GEMC	2.4	and	coatjava	2.4	released		
–  GEMC	2.4	version	code	updates	

•  linear	interpola:on,	field	proper:es,	cosmic	event-gen	
•  material	change	op:ons	(material	name,	volume)	
•  electronic	Noise		

–  ongoing	valida:ons	with	cosmics	&	simulated	events	
–  coatjava	release	includes	Central,	Forward	and	FT	systems	
and	loads	constants	from	ccdb	

–  many	common	tools	upgrades	(i.e.	plorng	package	--	shown	
during	calibra:on	talk)	

–  several	ced	new	features	
•  This	release	should	be	used	for	proposals	

–  use	drupal	forum	to	report	issues	
•  works	like	hypernews:	searchable		
•  hsps://clasweb.jlab.org/drupal/forum	
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